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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

Following the success of the first 2 conferences, Research for Investors is organizing the third global independent research conference. It aims to provide independent investment advice to the buy-side community, setting out opinions and debating views through panel discussions between independent research providers.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

This conference is for the buy-side community including Portfolio Managers, Chief Investment Officers, Fund Managers, Strategists, Analysts and Chief Economists.

OVER 300 PARTICIPANTS WILL ATTEND FROM ASSET MANAGEMENT FIRMS, WEALTH MANAGEMENT FIRMS, HEDGE FUNDS AND INVESTORS ALL AROUND EUROPE.

WHY ATTEND

Participants will listen to renowned economists and strategists debate their views on the state of the economy around the world and provide investment recommendations.

No matter what kind of investors you are, bottom up or top down, fixed income or equity amongst others, you will come out of the conference with actionable investment recommendations.

Q&A sessions at the end of each session will create an interactive event enabling you to challenge your own convictions.

Many portfolio managers and analysts now follow different independent research providers but do not have the opportunity to get them to argue their very often different view points. This conference is the platform to do so.

Alternatively, if you do not currently follow independent research providers, this event provides you a great way to discover numerous new sources of high-quality and conflict free research.

Finally, a breakfast, two coffee breaks, a lunch and a cocktail reception at the end of the event will provide many opportunities to network with your peers.

Deadline for the early bird discount December 31, 2016
AGENDA – Top-Down Sessions

8am – Registration/Breakfast

8.30am – Global Macro
Moderator: Carl B. Weinberg, Chief Economist and Managing Director, High Frequency Economics
Speakers:
Dominic White, Chief Economist, Absolute Strategy Research
Charles Dumas, Chief Economist, Lombard Street Research
Charles Gave, Founding Partner & Chairman, Gavekal Research
Russell Napier, Co-Founder, ERIC

9.40am – Global Asset Allocation
Moderator: Mike Simcock, CEO, CIO, ClearMacro
Speakers:
Pierre Gave, Partner, Gavekal Research
Michael Howell, Managing Director, Crossborder Capital

10.40am – Coffee break

Break-out sessions

Guy-Whittle Auditorium

11.10am – Emerging markets – China Slowdown and its impact on other emerging markets
Speakers:
Christopher Granville, Managing Director and co-Founder, Trusted Sources
Adam Wolfe, Asia Strategist, MRB (Macro Research Board)
Harry Colvin, Director and Senior Strategist, Longview Economics

12.10pm – Global Sector Allocation
Moderator: Andy Hartwill, Research Director, 4CAST-RGE
Speakers:
Simon Goodfellow, Managing Partners, Harlyn Research LLP
Tim Parker, Chief Executive, Messels
Ben Onatibia, Strategist, Vanda Research

Max Rayne Auditorium

11.10am – Currencies
Moderator: Mike Carrodus, Founder & Chief Executive Officer, Substantive Research
Speaker:
Ben Onatibia, Strategist, Vanda Research
Gabriel Stein, Managing Director of Developed Markets, 4CAST-RGE
Christophe Chevalier, Senior Technical Analyst, FX and Money Markets Research Desk, Trading Central

12.10pm – Commodities - what’s next for the energy, precious and base metals markets
Moderator: John Davies, Head of Commodities Research, BMI Research (Fitch Group)
Speakers:
Peter Goodburn, Managing Director, WaveTrack International
Mark Latham, Principal, Commodity Intelligence
Allen Good, Senior Stock Analyst, Morningstar
1pm – Lunch

2pm – Keynote Speech - Neil Howe, Managing Director of Demography, HEDGEYE RISK MANAGEMENT

2.30 to 3.45pm – Solving MiFIDII issues for fund managers
Moderator: Glenn Bedwin, Director, Euro IRP
Speaker:
Steve Jarrett, CEO, Worldflow
Chris Turnbull, Co-founder, ERIC
Fabrice Bouland, CEO, Alphametry
Scott Winship, Co-Founder, Alpha Exchange

AGENDA – Bottom-up Sessions

2.30pm – Global Equities
Moderator: Patrick Barber, HEDGEYE RISK MANAGEMENT
Speakers:
Allen Good, Senior Stock Analyst, Morningstar
Chris Tinker, Founding Partner, Libra Investment Services
Nicolas Suiffet, Head of European Equity Research Desk, Trading Central
Mark Hiley, Founding Partner, The Analyst

3.45pm – Coffee Break
Max Rayne Auditorium

4pm - Healthcare
Speaker: Lisa Urquhart, Editor, EP Vantage
Guy-Whittle Auditorium

4pm – Energy
Speakers:
Allen Good, Senior Stock Analyst, Morningstar
Matthieu Raimbault, Founder, Palissy Advisors
Max Rayne Auditorium

4.30pm – Short Equity Recommandations
Speaker: Robert C Prather, Jr., President, Vision Research
Guy-Whittle Auditorium

4.30pm – Web Data: The Next Frontier of Alternative Data
Speaker: Andrew Bernstein, YipitData

5pm to 6.30pm – Cocktail reception
Morningstar is Research

Get your next investing idea from one of the world’s largest independent analyst teams. We offer a distinct combination of extensive coverage, a proven methodology focused on economic moats, and objective analysis.

Gain the full market perspective on investing from some of the top minds in the business. You’ll see the complete picture on 1,400 equities, and investment themes. We have more than 100 equity analysts around the world, because the best assessments come from having analysts on the ground. And we keep our analyst-to-investment ratio low, so our team can dig into the companies and strategies they cover.

Our analysts speak candidly about the strengths and weaknesses of investments. But they all use the same consistent methodology, taking the long view and focusing on the fundamentals. Our emphasis on analysing a company’s competitive advantages, or economic moats, is the foundation of our equity research methodology.

Engage directly with our analysts about what’s relevant to your investing strategy. Clients interact with our analysts to gain clarity on investments. They use our Analyst Access service as a primary source for research or to strengthen their in-house teams.

Please call us for sample research reports at +44 20 3107 0046.

©2015 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.
ABOUT EURO IRP

The European Association of Independent Research Providers represents the interests of the European independent investment research industry with currently over 70 member firms. It was set up in 2005 with the following four goals:

• To enhance the awareness and reputation of independent research
• To change the perception that research is free
• To work with regulators and investors to promote the awareness and acceptance of payment structures
• To improve the regulatory and fiscal environment in which independent research firms operate

For further information, please visit www.euroirp.com

ABOUT MORNINGSTAR

Morningstar is a provider of independent equity, credit and fund investment research in Europe, North America, Australia, and Asia. With a consistent focus on economic moats and intrinsic value applied across a large global coverage universe, Morningstar’s equity research team offers institutional investors a truly differentiated research product. Morningstar’s team of 120 sector-focused analysts provides institutional research on more than 1,500 stocks and over 700 corporate bonds. We also have Quantitative Research on a universe of 50,000 stocks.

For further information, please visit: www.corporate.morningstar.com/us/html/EquityResearch.htm

ABOUT VANDA RESEARCH

Vanda is an independent research house that provides tactical macroeconomic and investment strategy analysis to institutional investors. We adopt a cross-asset, cross-geography approach to markets. Our focus lies in getting investor reaction functions right, underpinned by an empirical understanding of which factors are most predictive for returns in any asset. In addition to our core research publications, we publish a comprehensive suite of proprietary indices on Bloomberg <VAND>, including cyclical vs defensive equity ratios in the US, Europe and EM, as well as positioning indices to help with idea generation and risk management.

For more information, please visit http://www.vanda-securities.com
ABOUT EVALUATE

Evaluate is the trusted commercial intelligence provider including product sales and consensus forecasts to 2022 for commercial teams and their advisors within the global life science industry.
- EvaluatePharma® delivers exclusive consensus sales forecasts and trusted commercial insight into biotech and pharmaceutical performance.
- EvaluateMedTech® sets a new standard in commercial analysis and consensus forecasts of the global medical device and diagnostic industry.
- EvaluateClinical Trials® delivers unique clinical trial intelligence expertly curated to efficiently analyse the global clinical trial landscape.
- EP Vantage provides daily commentary and analysis with fresh perspectives and insight into current and future industry trends.

The Evaluate services enable the life science community to make sound business decisions about value and opportunity – www.evaluate.com

ABOUT ERIC

ERIC is a marketplace for substantive research for regulated institutional investors. At ERIC, investment research and other ancillary services are offered entirely unbundled from execution services. Buyers can access written research or buy meeting time with analysts. Sellers can offer their research services before a global audience of institutional investors at prices which they control. The time has come for transparency of prices in investment research. The time has come for ERIC.

For further information, please visit www.eri-c.com.

ABOUT GAVEKAL

Gavekal is one of the world’s leading independent providers of investment research, covering global economies and markets with an emphasis on Asia. We have over 800 institutional clients around the world, including financial institutions and asset managers, major corporations, and government agencies. Our analysis aims to be provocative, engaging, and firmly grounded in data. We have no ‘house view,’ but encourage lively debate among our partners and analysts, and are not afraid to air our internal debates to our clients.

A core value at Gavekal is deep engagement with our clients. We present our ideas at about twenty seminars each year, in New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong and other major cities. Email queries and online comments from readers are promptly answered. Subscribers to our Advisory level of service enjoy direct access to partners and senior analysts through conference calls and face-to-face meetings.

For further information, please visit http://research.gavekal.com.

ABOUT WORLDFLOW

Worldflow Connect is a leading investment research distribution and reporting platform widely used by sell-side, buy-side and independent research firms. Connect has modules for distribution to white-labelled Portals, IOS / Android Apps, Tracked Emails, Feeds to Aggregators, including Connect2 feeds to ECN’s. Connect modules are easily integrated, so can be used just for a Client’s Android App through to a full service Investment Research solution.

For further information about Worldflow, please visit www.worldflow.net/connect/.
ABOUT VISION RESEARCH

Vision Research LLC is a team of securities analysts providing independent research on global equities to institutional clients. The team’s background includes: equity long/short, Non-US long only, credit, management consulting, and public accounting. We primarily focus on the Consumer, Industrial, and TMT sectors, issuing 35-40 new recommendations a year. Vision sources its ideas from 3 areas: 1) an internally built analytics system that identifies trends and anomalies in financial statement data and, 2) key word searches in conference calls, SEC filings, and other documents, and 3) items we see or read (while researching existing ideas, walking through a mall, reading various publications, etc). Our 15-25 page reports discuss the fundamental issues affecting a company, the qualitative issues or catalysts, and valuation (absolute, relative to peers, historical, etc). We read conference call transcripts, thoroughly review SEC/regulatory filings, examine the same for competitors/suppliers/customers, review industry data, evaluate management & other insiders and holders (& their trading activity), may contact management at private companies in similar industries, may speak to competitors/customers/suppliers, may contact ex-employees, perform a valuation analysis, & review trends/anomalies in financial statement data. Vision Research LLC typically has a contrarian viewpoint where it feels that the gap between perception and reality is wide enough that future expectations by investors and existing valuation multiples may have to be materially adjusted. After initiation, ongoing coverage is provided as Vision posts updates on active ideas to its website within 24 hours of an event and sends a summary e-mail on Fridays covering pertinent news flow for the week. (www.visionro.com)

ABOUT TRADING CENTRAL

The TRADING CENTRAL Group is a leading global provider of research and financial market commentary, analyzing over 72K instruments and covering all asset classes. Combining expert analyst insight and unparalleled pattern recognition, TRADING CENTRAL has set the standard for technical analysis and quantitative research for nearly two decades.

The Group’s omni-channel solutions provide dynamic trade ideas that support decisions at the point of action. Explore the wide array of options including market data terminals, electronic trading platforms, APIs, mobile apps, financial portals and WebTV channels.

For further information, please visit www.tradingcentral.com

ABOUT IRF

Independent Research Forum (IRF), founded in 2016, specialises in promoting and introducing highest quality Independent Research Providers to Institutional Investors. IRF works with over 90 Providers which combined cover all asset classes, geographies and investment methodologies. Services range from fundamental equity research boutiques finding high conviction long and short stock ideas to macro providers projecting the future direction of financial markets as examples. IRF scours the globe looking for providers with unique insight and expertise. Edward Blad, founder, has spent 10 years in the Independent Research space previously working at brokers, Marex Spectron and Eden Financial, where he was a consultant to the Buy-Side.

For further information, please visit www.independentresearchforum.com
ABOUT ALPHAMETRY

Alphametry is the premier investment research community for market professionals. Investment firms collect, rate and analyse all research in one place.

In our modern web-based application, asset managers organize call, meeting and research reports from usual providers, internal teams and a broad range of new analysts worldwide. They collaborate internally online in evaluating relevant research to access immediate usage, ratings and performance analytics. Research procurement becomes collaborative, efficient and compliant.

For further information, please visit https://alphametry.com or https://blog.alphametry.com/

ABOUT ALPHA EXCHANGE

Alpha Exchange supports asset managers with an integrated research management solution:

- MiFID II: Monitor and rate research consumption across your business (email and platform) in real time to inform broker votes and/or research payments
- Set research budgets down to the team, strategy or fund level
- Monitor research consumed against your research budget
- A dedicated billing portal for your research subscriptions whether using hard dollars or via RPAs
- Monitor providers paid from a specific team, portfolio or account

Analysts and portfolio managers benefit from:

- A customised research experience that integrates into their daily workflow. Save time by customising their research preferences and receive only the content that meets their needs
- Add alpha to portfolios by discovering research, events and bespoke work
- Get direct access to investor relations officers - set up meetings, calls and corporate access
- Internal research management system: Analysts can easily share & collaborate with colleagues on both internal and external research

Request a trial today: enquiries@alpha-exchange.com / +44 777 0916509

Or sign up for free: https://www.alpha-exchange.com/

ABOUT YIPITDATA

YipitData provides data-driven insights to institutional investors. Using specialized systems and methodologies, YipitData collects terabytes of public data everyday that enable granular analysis by our research analysts to clarify investors’ most challenging analytical questions. The 80-person team, based in New York, consists of former buy-side and sell-side analysts, data analysts and engineers from The Blackstone Group, Goldman Sachs, MIT, J.P. Morgan, Credit Suisse, NERA, among others. Launched two years ago, YipitData now covers 67 companies and works with 80 of the top funds in the world.

For further information, visit www.yipitData.com
Sponsorship/Exhibition spaces for 2016 conference

Sponsorship, exhibition spaces and speakers opportunities are available for the 2016 conference so please contact us if you would like to associate your firm with this conference.

Email: contact@researchforinvestors.com
Tel: +44(0)7531893652

Sponsorship/Exhibition spaces for 2017 conference

Sponsorship, exhibition spaces and speakers opportunities are available for the 2017 conference so please contact us if you would like to associate your firm with this conference.

Email: contact@researchforinvestors.com
Tel: +44(0)7531893652